If a possible-worlds semantic theory for modal logics is pure, then the assertion of the theory, taken at face-value, can bring no commitment to the existence of a plurality of possible worlds (genuine or ersatz). But if we consider an applied theory (an application of the pure theory) in which the elements of the models are required to be possible worlds, then assertion of such a theory, taken at face-value, does appear to bring commitment to the existence of a plurality of possible worlds. Or at least that is so if the applied theory is adequate. For an applied possible-worlds semantic theory that is constrained to contain only one-world models is bound to deliver results on validity, soundness and completeness that are apt to seem disastrous. I attempt to steer a course between commitment to the existence of a plurality of possible worlds and commitment to such a disastrous applied possible-worlds semantics by noting, and developing, the position of one who asserts such a theory at face-value but who remains agnostic about the existence of other (non-actualized) possible worlds. Thus, a novel interpretation of applied possible-worlds semantics is offered on which we may lay claim to whatever benefits such a theory offers while avoiding realism about (other) possible worlds. Thereby, the contention that applied possible-worlds semantics gives us reason to be realists about possible worlds is (further) undermined.
Introduction
A possible-worlds semantic theory, as envisaged here, is a semantic theory for a modal logic or modal logics. The central aims of such a theory are: (a) to establish the conditions under which the theorems of certain logical systems are valid and under which those systems are sound and complete, and (b) to establish further in various cases whether these conditions of validity, soundness and completeness are satisfied. An antirealist, as envisaged here, is a philosopher who believes in the existence of one possible world-which she takes to be the one actualized world-but who does not believe in the existence of any non-actualized possible worlds, either concrete (genuine) or abstract (ersatz).
1 In this paper, I
1 Given that 'realism' in this territory is belief in a plurality of possible worlds, a position that eschews belief in any possible worlds is just as deserving of the name 'antirealism' as the position that eschews belief in many. However, I will not be concerned here with the former, more radical position. One reason for this stance is that the range of theories I consider all (appear to) postulate nonempty sets of possible worlds and so appear to require belief in at least one possible world.
taken as assertion of anything that entails the existence of possible worlds (Routley 1980 , Priest 2005 . The third, paraphrase, strategy embraces the view that the semantic theory is fully truth-apt and invokes no semantic distinction between particular quantification and genuinely existential quantification. Here, the deflationary thought is that the sentences of the theory are not to be taken to mean what they appear to mean-or in any event, their apparent ontological implications can be neutralized by providing translations or paraphrases of them that do not entail the existence of possible worlds. 4 A fourth, facevalue, antirealist strategy proceeds in interpreting the axioms and theorems of the semantic theory without appeal to non-assertoric force, non-existential particular quantification or to any re-interpretation of the sentences of the theory. This antirealist agrees fully with some realist (perhaps genuine, perhaps ersatz) about what the sentences of the semantic theory mean and-in particular-about what their existential implications are. The deflationary thought is that we can yet avoid the unwanted commitment to the existence of a plurality of possible worlds by respecting the (self-imposed) constraint never to assert any of those parts of any semantic theory that postulate explicitly, or entail, the existence of many-world models. 5 In this paper, my aim will be to develop this face-value strategy and to clarify its implications in the face of one of the most obvious and most serious objections that confront it. Indeed, as far as I know, the face-value antirealist strategy has not been seriously pursued at all, and perhaps its unpopularity is due to the impact of the objection in question. This objection is that while the face-value strategy may succeed in delineating a class of theories which do not entail the existence of more than one possible world, there is no hope that any such theory can deliver a remotely adequate or useful semantic theory of modal logics. For in the broad class of semantic theories envisaged, we have a standard characterization of (truth-conditions and) validity-conditionsthat is, validity is truth at every world in every (relevant) model. But then, the objection proceeds, if we cannot appeal to the existence of many-world models in order to function as counterexamples to validity where required, then surely disastrous and trivializing outcomes about validity ensue. Most obviously, and dramatically, when such theories are restricted to one-world models, they seem bound (invariably) to validate modal collapse as represented by the formula:
(MC) P t !P For such one-world theories afford no distinction between what is true at a world in a model and what is true at every world in that model. And, for that very reason, even further variants on modal collapse ensue, since necessity follows even from possibility, and impossibility follows from the from possibility of the negation).
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I acknowledge, of course, that this objection poses a significant challenge to the face-value antirealist. But I shall argue that matters are not so straightforward or so bleak as they may seem once we distinguish the position of the agnostic antirealist, who is neutral about the existence of other worlds, from the out and out one-worlder who denies the existence of other worlds. 7 For, I will argue, the agnostic may deploy possible-world semantic theories in a way which permits her to assert and deploy-without compromising her antirealism-a significant body of results that are counted among the benefits of orthodox applied possible-worlds semantic theories. In fact, I will consider two different styles of agnostic possible-world semantic theory. The first of these is thoroughly classical, allows assertion of fewer results than orthodox realist theories allow us to assert and invites a defence in the form of argument to the effect that this assertibility deficit does not matter. The agnostic theory in the second style involves a non-classical (supervaluationist) definition of validity but is calculated to deliver the same results as the orthodox realist semantics.
A typical pure semantics
The issue here is highly general: it is that of commitment to a plurality of possible worlds via use of any semantic theory for modal logics which postulates sets of possible worlds. In choosing a style of theory that is typical in this regard, I hope to maximize familiarity by staying very close to the Hughes and Cresswell (1996) development of Kripke (1963) . I also intend to exclude complications that are not immediately 6 It is, of course, a further obvious and serious objection against face-value antirealism that it delivers radically revisionary, and unacceptable, consequences for the range of modal statements that we are entitled to hold true. That objection, however, is not my main concern here (see n. 23 and n. 27 below).
relevant to the question of commitment to possible worlds (as opposed to other possibilia) by restricting attention to the case of propositional modal logics. 8 I will also present a range of modal logics and semantic theories with an eye to restricting attention (eventually) to logics for alethic modalities. I begin by presenting a pure semantics which is devoid of any informal, heuristic, elaborations and which uses (or introduces) special technical terms for the various elements of the pure model theory. Thus, I hope to distance acceptance of such a pure theory from any hint of commitment to anything that deserves the name 'possible world' . The Pure Semantics (PT) Take as our object-language, a standard modal propositional language MPL which is obtained syntactically by adding a box, '!', and a diamond, '"' to a standard language, PL, of non-modal propositional logic. We may formulate in MPL various systems of standard, normal modal logics including K, T, B, S4 and S5. The fundamental concepts defined in the theory are those of frame and then mod. A frame is any pair <W, R> in which W is a non-empty set and R is a dyadic relation on W. Frames are further classified according to certain further properties of their R-member. We summarize the standard normal propositional modal logics and the associated frames as follows. We begin by specifying the axiom schema (A*) and the basic modal axiom (K*): (A*) If A is an axiom of (classical) non-modal propositional logic PL then !A is an axiom of each modal propositional logic
To these we add primitive transformation rules of uniform substitution, modus ponens and necessitation of theorems in order to obtain the system K. 10 The various systems T, B, S4 and S5 are specified by adding certain further axioms to the base of K. Each system is then 8 Predictably, the case of quantified modal logics raises further issues which are beyond the scope of this paper. But if the positive proposal of the present paper is to work for the quantificational case it must pass muster for the propositional case first. And that test raises issues aplenty for one paper. 9 I will supply definitions for various unfamiliar technical terms: 'mod' , 'val' etc. The point of introducing these terms, as I hope will soon become clear, is to leave open the contention that the more familiar, and corresponding terms-'model' , 'validity' etc.-ought not to be defined so permissively.
associated with a certain kind of frame which is specified by means of a restriction on the character of its relational member, R,-thus:
System Axioms added to K Distinguishing feature of R
K
None None T (T*) !P t P Reflexivity B (T*) Reflexivity and symmetry (B*) P t !"P
S4
(T*) Reflexivity and transitivity (S4*)!P t !!P
S5
(T*) Reflexivity, symmetry (S5*) "P t !"P and transitivity (i.e. equivalence)
A mod is any triple <W, R, V> where W and R are as before and V is function which takes pairs <A 0 , w> of atomic MPL-formulas and W-members onto the value set {T, F}, where T and F are any distinct objects. Once a mod has assigned a value to each atomic MPL-formula, A 0 , for each W-member, w, subsequent assignments of values to nonatomic formulas at W-members are defined recursively-in particular:
(PT-V") For every W-member, w, V<"A, w> = T iff for some W-member, v, such that Rwv, V<A, v> = T; otherwise V<"A, w> = F (PT-V!) For every W-member, w, V<!A, w> = T iff for all Wmembers, v, such that Rwv, V<A, v> = T; otherwise V<!A, w> = F We then add the following definitions:
(PT-D0) For all A, A is K-val iff for every K-frame f, and for every mod m on every such f, and for every w that is a member of the W-set of any such f, V <A, w> = T … and so forth, mutatis mutandis, for the definitions of T-val in terms of T-frames, B-val in terms of B-frames, S4-val in terms of S4-frames and S5-val in terms of S5-frames.
Here and throughout, it will prove convenient to have a way of talking generally about the designations 'K', 'T', 'B', 'S4' and 'S5' whether they are used as names of systems or adjectives that describe frames, and so I introduce 'X' and 'Y' for that dual purpose. Thus we might capture the intended list of definitions in the generalization:
(PT-D1) For all X, for all A, A is X-val iff for every X-frame f, and for every mod m on every such f, and for every w that is a member of the W-set of any such f, V <A, w> = True
Making use of the same convention for generalization we register a further stock of definitions (of K-inval, T-inval etc.) thus:
(PT-D2) For all X, for all A, A is X-inval iff it is not the case that A is X-val
The summary metalogical result associated with pure semantic theories of the kind is:
(PT-R1) For all X, for all A, A is an X-theorem iff A is X-val
The corresponding sub-results are:
(PT-R2) For all X, for all A, if A is an X-theorem then A is X-val (PT-R3) For all X, for all A, if A is X-val then A is an X-theorem
We then add the further definitions:
(PT-D3) For all X, for all Y, X is Y-sou iff for all A, if A is an X-theorem then A is Y-val (PT-D4) For all X, for all Y, X is Y-comp iff for all A, if A is Y-val then A is an X-theorem (PT-D5) For all X, for all A, A is X-unsou iff it is not the case that A is X-sou (PT-D6) For all X, for all A, A is X-incomp iff it is not the case that A is X-comp So the summary result expresses that each system X is X-sou and X-comp. I will make three comments before we proceed. Comment 1. In the above, the frame pairs <W, R> and mod triples <W, R, V> of Hughes and Cresswell (1996) are preferred to the richer frame* triples <G, W, R> and mod* quadruples <G, W, R, V> associated with Kripke (1963) . For present purposes, that is, in dealing with the features of val, sou and comp, and (later) their impure analogues, the richer structures are excessive since their initial G-element is redundant.
Comment 2. The theory thus far, and in keeping with our source texts, involves no absolute or unrelativized versions of val, sou or comp, and no notions of val-simpliciter, or sou-simpliciter or comp-simpliciter. In seeking to extend the theory in that direction a number of approaches are available. Going one way, we might define val-simpliciter as a matter of having the value T at every W-member in every mod in every frame, in which case val-simpliciter is equivalent to K-val. Going a second way, we might define val-simpliciter as a matter of being X-val relative to the intended kind of frame, X, and simply identify X once and for all. Going a third way, we might (again) define valsimpliciter as a matter of being X-val relative to the intended kind of frame X, but allow it to be a context-dependent matter which X is intended. Here, I will adopt this last approach, and for the following two reasons. Firstly, the preferred approach is the most flexible since it allows us to incorporate each of the other approaches as limiting cases: that is, it allows one to take the view that all frames (i.e. the K-frames) are intended in every context, or that the T-frames are intended in every context etc. Secondly, the flexibility afforded by the preferred approach is natural if we are to allow that different kinds of structure, and different species of val, are appropriate (intended) for different kinds of (alethic) modality that we may wish to distinguish-perhaps S5-frames if, in this context, we wish to reason about a modality that we take to be absolute or unrestricted, but B-frames, or S4-frames if, in that context, we wish to reason about a modality that we take to be merely relative or restricted.
11 Thirdly, the preferred approach enriches the dialectic by adding force to the requirement that the semantic theories under consideration ought to be held accountable for their handling of the weakest, the strongest and the various intermediate systems among those under consideration. For the idea is that we have a stiffer test of rival theories if we proceed on the presumption that for each kind of frame there may be some context in which that kind of frame provides the intended interpretation.
The preferred version of val-simpliciter, and the associated versions of sou-simpliciter and comp-simpliciter are then defined as follows:
(PT-D7) For all A, for all X, for all c, A is val-simpliciter (in context c) iff in context c, the intended range of structures is X and A is X-val 11 There is a subtlety here that merits some comment. It is arguable: (a) that the kind of frame that is intended for the case of unrestricted modalities is a universal frame in which every Wmember is related by R to every other, and (b) that even the strongest frames envisaged here, the S5-frames in which R is an equivalence relation, do not adequately capture that intention. For differing views see Bigelow and Pargetter 1990 (pp. 139-40) and Hughes and Cresswell 1996 (p. 61) . The difference between the universal frames and S5-frames will not matter for present purposes since, to anticipate, one-world frames identify the two kinds of structure in extension. I state, and assume henceforth, that there is no question of anyone who interprets a theory of the type PT at face-value, and who asserts that theory, being committed to a plurality of possible worlds (either genuine or ersatz). For the theory taken at face-value is about sets and arbitrary elements of sets. Thus, it is perfectly consistent to be an antirealist about possible worlds and to assert a pure semantic theory such as PT. If, in the extreme case, you think that a pure semantic theory is all the semantics we need-that there is no more in the case of modal inference, to validity than val, no more to completeness than comp etc., that there is no need to appeal specifically to models that have special members such as possible worlds etc.-then you should allow that the antirealist about possible worlds is entitled to all the semantics that she requires. Comment 3. There is a further, absolutely crucial, but easily neglected, point about the source of ontological commitment in theories such as PT and, indeed, in the applications of them which I will go on to consider. An important part of the theory PT consists in biconditional definitions of various theoretical terms -namely, (PTD0)-(PTD6). And these biconditionals, qua biconditionals, do not, in themselves, entail the existence of anything. The part of the theory that is existentially committing is thus far submerged -and, we may note, remains submerged in the brief presentation of Kripke (1963) . The existentially committing part of the theory is that part which postulates the existence of various kinds of frames and mods. The implicit, submerged, presence of such a part of the theory is signaled by the claim on the summary metalogical result (PT-R1). For as we shall see, this result, and many others, cannot be proved, and may even be subject to refutation, unless the semantic theorist is in a position to assert the existence of certain kinds of frames and mods of various kinds-in particular, frames and mods in which the W-sets are not just non-empty, but nonsingleton (many-membered). When the semantics is pure, the suppression of the existential elements of the theory is natural enough since we may take these as read given the standard comprehension principles that tell us which pure sets exist. But when the semantics is impure, we cannot afford to let the existential element lie implicit, for therein lies the source of the commitment (or lack of it) to realism about possible worlds.
Applied semantic theories
So what-the philosopher cries-does a theory such as PT have to do with modality? How does a theory such as PT illuminate the semantic and logical properties of the concepts that we invoke in our actual English uses of such phrases as 'It is necessary that' and 'It is possible that'? And how does PT illuminate whatever reality it is to which these locutions correspond? The orthodox response is as follows.
A theory such as PT does not, in itself, afford any such illumination. The prospect of philosophical illumination of modality via a theory such as PT arises only with an application of the theory. This distinction between the pure theory and its applications, or the transition from pure theory to applied theory, is achieved by imposing constraints on the frames and mods of a pure theory. With appropriate constraints, modal relevance is achieved. And the constraints that suggest themselves as appropriate to many are, of course, those that settle around the identification of the members of the W-sets of the mods and frames as possible worlds. Once such a constraint is imposed-the thought goes-we get some sort of insight into inferences that have modal content, and into systems of modal logic, that we did not have before when we had only the pure theory to guide us.
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I accept this orthodox account in outline and in spirit. However, I also believe that for present purposes, and in general, we need a more pre-cise conception of an applied possible-world semantic theory than that which is offered on the most familiar, but rather quick versions of the orthodoxy.
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Let us begin by characterizing the range of applied possible-world semantic theories as the range of intended theories and set about a definition of that notion in relation to the concepts of the pure semantics. A theory, , is a member of the range of intended theories just in case the frames of are model-structures and the mods of are models. We define a model-structure as anything which satisfies the conditions for being a frame and the following further conditions: W is a (nonempty) set of possible worlds and R is the relation of relative possibility. Model-structures are then classified predictably, standardly, and according to the properties of their R-member just as in the pure case. So, a K-model-structure is any model-structure, a T-model-structure is any model-structure in which the relation of relative possibility, R, is reflexive etc. We define a model as any model-structure to which we add as a further member an assignment function, V, that takes pairs of atomic MPL formulas and possible worlds <A, w> into the set of truthvalues {True, False}. Again, values are assigned to complex formulas at W-members (now possible worlds) by induction and, in particular: The summary metalogical result (and corresponding sub-results) associated with applied semantic theories of the kind is as follows:
(AT-R1) For all X, for all A, A is an X-theorem iff A is X-valid
The next stage would be to add definitions of (un)soundness and (in)completeness, both relativized (system X is Y-complete etc.) and simpliciter. These definitions are direct analogues of those definitions of the corresponding pure notions in section 2 above. The only difference is that where the definition in the pure case involved the concept val the definition in the applied case involves the concept of validity.
Since the ensuing definitions are obvious, I omit a full list in favour of the examples:
(AT-D4) For all X, for all c, X is incomplete-simpliciter (in context c) iff it is not the case that X is complete-simpliciter (in context c).
Comments on the applied semantic theories
There are many important aspects of such applied semantic theories which are often overlooked but which are crucial to the precise determination of the source of commitment to the existence of a plurality of possible worlds. Firstly, many different, and incompatible, theories will meet the requirements for being among the intended range of theories. So in a sense it is misleading to speak of the applied semantics if all we mean by that is such a theory in which every W-member in every model-structure (and model) is a possible world. One way-and it turns out to be a crucial way-in which such theories can differ from one another is by postulating distinct universal sets of possible worlds from which the Wsets in their model-structures and models are drawn.
14 Within the intended range of theories, one theory might postulate the existence of one possible world, another might postulate the existence of countably many possible worlds and yet another, uncountably many possible worlds. We might then say that among the intended range of theories is the intended theory. It is necessary condition for a theory to be the intended theory that it gets the universal set 'right'-at least by postulating a universal set that contains as many possible worlds as there really are. But even the intended theory affords more than one representation of the space of possible worlds.
15 This leads to our next point. Secondly, it is not the semantic theory that strictly or directly represents how the space of possible worlds is. Rather, different representations of the space of possible worlds occur within each theory in the intended range, at the level of model-structures and models postulated by that theory, and by the different model-structures and models so postulated.
16 A model-structure represents that the space of possible worlds is a certain size by having just that many possible worlds as members of its W-set.
17 But within a theory, different model-structures may (and typically will) effect different and incompatible such representations. If a theory postulates a universal set of possible worlds, U, that has, say, two members, then for each subset of U, there will be a model-structure which has that subset as its W-element. Thus, some model-structures of that theory represent that there exists exactly one possible world, and other model-structures represent that there exist exactly two possible worlds. Each model-structure also represents that the accessibility relation R is of a certain character (reflexive, transitive etc.) by being associated with an extension in the W-set of possible worlds in that structure. For the purposes of a semantic theory of propositional modal logics -the emphasis being on 'propositional' and 'logics'-the models are not taken to represent anything substantial (non-logical) about the contents of possible worlds over and above that which is represented by the model-structures. What the models represent is that truth-values of sentences are distributed within and across the possible worlds in a certain way, and in accordance with the definitions of the logical operators: within worlds in the case of the nonmodal operators, across worlds in the case of the modal operators. Thereby the models may represent (for example) that every sentence of a certain complex form is true at every world or true at none-or, more to the immediate point, that when any sentence of a certain complex form is true at a world then some related form of sentence is also true at that world. But the models do not represent anything about the content of the atomic sentences, which are here are to be regarded as otherwise uninterpreted symbols, truth-value assignments to which are governed by conventions which ensure that no atomic sentence is valid (or invalid). The convention embodied in every theory is that for each atomic formula there is a model and world at which that formula is true and a model and a world at which the formula is false. This convention is an expression of the idea that logical validity is a matter of relevant form rather than content. If we regard the sentence letters of the object language in any more contentful way-as we may wish to for some legitimate and broadly semantic purposes-then the project of an applied semantics for propositional modal logic runs into trouble very quickly. For if you stipulate that P is to represent (say) the proposition that all bachelors are married and you do not believe that there is a possible world at which it is false that all bachelors are married, then you will not have no model at which P is false. And in that case you risk commitment to the validity of P for want of a countermodel. I will shortly expand on the points that underlie this line of reasoning. But two related observations are immediately in order. Firstly, there may be those who are tempted to infer from such considerations that we should not venture at all beyond a pure semantics if a semantics for modal logics is our aim. Perhaps so, but in that case the antirealist about possible worlds will have no case to answer over her entitlement to an adequate semantics for modal logic. And that, as far as the present paper goes, would be the end of the story. Secondly, it may in general be appropriate to allow a notion of validity on which the proposition that P here represents-that all bachelors are married -is, indeed, valid. But a moment's thought shows that no such notion of validity can presently be appropriate, lest-for example-completeness turns out to require the derivability as theorems of all such 'valid' formulas.
Thirdly, in all, we may allow that for every theory in the intended range there is a model in that theory that is the intended model according to that theory: each theory dignifies (de dicto) one of its models as intended but does not specify which. The notion of an intended model is useful in extended versions of the present semantic theories in which each theory defines truth (simpliciter) as truth at the actualized world G, in the (its) intended model. 18 But since the present paper is concerned only with matters of validity, soundness and completeness we have no use for that application of the notion of the intended model.
Fourthly, in what follows I will assume that we are concerned, in ever y context, with a possible-worlds semantics for alethic modalities -or perhaps more accurately with alethic and non-epistemic modality. Certainly, I will be assuming that we are not concerned with deontic modality. And the upshot, I propose is that we restrict attention, along with Kripke (1963) to T-model-structures (i.e. those in which the accessibility relation is required to be reflexive). If all relevant model-structures are T-model-structures, it will turn out, on all our rival theories, that the characteristic T-axiom, (T*): !P t P, is X-valid for all relevant X. So, further, no matter the context and no matter which of the systems intended in that context, (T*) will be valid in the intended system in every context. And so (T*) will be valid simpliciter. This is, in effect, to build the validity of (T*) into the semantics by stipulation. But, I maintain, since the validity of this inference has a unique claim to be constitutive of the content of the concept of alethic modality, it is quite appropriate to make this stipulation.
19 18 As noted, in section 2 above, Kripke (1963) works with model-structures <G, W, R> and models <G, W, R, V> that contain such a distinguished actualized world element, G. But in that paper Kripke does not exploit the additional element of structure to define truth simpliciter or, indeed, for any other purpose. 19 Given the standard, classical, inter-definability of box and diamond, the same points will apply mutatis mutandis to the validity of the formula:
(T**) P t "P As we shall see there will be such radical disagreement about validity among our rival semanticists, it seems appropriate to adopt some means of fixing the content of the relevant modal concepts lest the parties be judged guilty of simply talking past each other. In this respect, the constraint that the rival theories should validate (T*) is again the best candidate, and the constraint is most easily and uniformly satisfied by adopting the proposed restriction of attention to T model-structures.
Fifthly, I note and emphasize that the range of intended theories deal in a strictly limited range of semantic and metalogical concepts-those characterized in terms of the T-structures, B-structures, S4-structures and S5-structures. These natural kinds (as it were) of semantic concepts are salient in most semantic treatments of modal propositional logic for the alethic modalities and, I take it, rightly so if our primary interests are philosophical and with kinds of alethic modality that are most likely to be intended in some context or other. However, from a semantic point of view, many other semantic and metalogical concepts are in equally good standing, and a range of intended theories which aspired to full semantic generality would deal in a fuller range of concepts-for example those defined (partially) in terms of structures of a certain size and the 'intermediate' structures such as those that 'lie between' S4 and S5 (see Hughes and Cresswell 1996, Ch.7) . I certainly do not claim that the arguments offered and statements made about the presently intended range of theories can be generalized immediately or without qualification to the case of more general applied semantic theories for propositional modal logic.
Sixthly-and crucially-the summary metalogical (AT-R1) result that is 'associated with' such 'applied possible worlds semantics' is not provable in each and every theory in the intended range. The more accurate and informative claim about the summary result -which expresses for each system X, both X-soundness and X-completenessis that it is a consequence of all of the orthodox realist theories in the intended range. This claim emerges from a point that was made in the pure case and which pertains to the applied case as follows. In the intended range of semantic theories, the source of ontological commitment to a plurality of possible worlds and the source of the summary metalogical result (AT-R1) is one and the same. For, as we shall see presently, that result is not available unless the semantic theorist is prepared to postulate the existence of model-structures and models in which the sets of possible worlds (the W-sets) are not just non-empty, but nonsingleton-that is, the result depends upon postulating the existence of many-world models. And this fact looks ominous for the face-value antirealist.
The consequences of one-world theories
An obvious and significant constraint emerges on the assertibility of applied possible-worlds semantic theories in the intended range. The theorist who construes such theories at face-value cannot consistently assert any such theory in which the universal set or (a fortiori) any model, contains a greater number of possible worlds than the theorist herself believes to exist. 20 Consequently, an antirealist, in our present sense, may not assert any theory which postulates any many-world models. I consider, in turn, the positions of a one-world antirealist and an agnostic antirealist in light of this constraint.
The one-worlder believes in the existence of exactly one possible world-the actualized world. 21 The one-worlder has heterodox views about modal truth: he believes that actual truth, possible truth and necessary truth are co-extensive, as are actual falsehood and necessary falsehood (i.e. impossibility). 22, 23 Predictably enough, the one-worlder will also have heterodox semantic and metalogical views. For he believes that all many-world theories in the intended range are false and he may assert only those theories in the intended range on which the universal set of possible worlds, U, is the singleton of the actualized world. On every such theory, every model-structure is a one-world model-structure and every model is a one-world model. And the fundamental fact about one-world theories is that singleton domains do not support the distinctions in extension between the kinds of relation that are distinguished in the orthodox realist semantics. When all W-sets are singleton sets and R is, by stipulation, reflexive, the following lemma holds:
Every R-relation, on every relevant model-structure is reflexive, symmetric and transitive.
24 20 Short of fiddling with the notion of consistency, or tolerating inconsistency, the most obvious way in which the constraint might be challenged is by questioning whether the existence of a set does entails the existence of its members. But I will not pursue that thought here. 21 I hereby rule out, without concern, the prospect of an antirealist who believes in the existence of one possible world but who does not believe that it is the actualized world. Philosophical credibility aside, I make the point again that it is of no consequence for a theory of validity, soundness and completeness whether any world is (designated as) actualized. 22 Recall that we are focusing on the case of propositional modal logic. If we were considering the case of quantified modal logic, the prospect of counterpart-theoretic truth-conditions would come into play and so, thereby, would the prospect of "Fa being true even though Fa is not true. That prospect is opened up by counterpart relations that obtain between worldmates (see Divers 2004, p. 673) . 23 Of course, if the one-worlder's position is to be a live philosophical position then a story has to be told about why this radical outcome for modal truth is tolerable, and most likely that will involve appeal to some 'subsidiary norm' which is distinct from truth and in terms of which modal assertions are, primarily, to be evaluated. On that point see Wright 1992. However, here I am not concerned directly with the defensibility of the implications of the one-worlder position for the truth-values (or assertibility) of object-language sentences, but only with the defensibility of its implications for the assertibility of meta-language claims about (in)validity, (un)soundness and (in)completeness. 24 To explain the labelling, the 'H' theses are heterodox and the 'O' theses are orthodox.
Nor therefore, will one-world theories support the various further distinctions in extension between kinds of model-structure, kinds of model and kinds of validity that are distinguished in the orthodox realist semantics. As corollaries of (H1) and definitions we have:
(H2)
Every model-structure, M, is a T-model-structure and a Bmodel-structure and an S4-model-structure and an S5-model-structure But in one-world theories, validity is rampant in extension. In particular-where X and Y generalize, as usual, over places for our designations T, B, S4 and S5-:
(H6) For any system X, if A is a theorem of X then for any structure Y, A is Y-valid.
By the orthodox, matching, completeness results, all S5 theorems are true at every world on every orthodox S5-model. So, a fortiori, all S5 theorems are true at every world on every one-world model (since all such models are S5 models). And so, all S5-theorems are true at every world on every model on every one-world theory. And thereby, on every one-world theory, every S5 theorem meets the condition of Xvalidity for every X. And since all theorems of T, B and S4 are theorems of S5, we have the result (H6).
Where validity is cheap, we should expect that soundness is cheap as well. And so it proves. For, given the definitions of relativized soundness, we have as a consequence of (H6), (H7) and then (H8):
For each system X, and for each structure Y, X is Y-sound (H8) For each system X, X is sound simpliciter (in every context)
For given, (H7), no matter which relativized sense of validity, Y, is intended (in a context), X will be sound with respect to validity in that sense. (H6) implies, but is not implied by, the weaker (orthodox) result:
(O6) For any system X, if A is a theorem of X then A is X-valid From (O6), then, along with the definitions of relative soundness we then have:
(O7) For each system X, X is X-sound However, when validity is so easy to come by we should expect that completeness is difficult to come by. So it proves, and with a vengeance. For we have:
(H9) For each system X, and each structure Y, X is Y-incomplete.
The quickest way to establish this is by noting, firstly, the status on oneworld theories of the modal collapse principle (MC):
On all one-world theories, no 'structure' <W,R> affords a countermodel to validity, so we have:
But since (MC) is not a theorem of any of our standard systems, it follows that each of these systems is incomplete with respect to every kind of structure and so, by obvious and now familiar reasoning :
(H11) For each system X, X is incomplete simpliciter (in every context) I will not devote time here to arguing for the undesirability of these consequences of imposing the one-world ontological constraint on our applied possible-world semantic theories. Instead, I will simply assume that these consequences are undesirable and move immediately to consider whether the agnostic antirealist can avoid them.
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Agnostic semantics (I): An assertibility deficit and how to live with it
The agnostic believes in the existence of the (one) actualized possible world and does not believe in the existence of any others. But the agnostic will not go as far as the one-worlder in disbelieving in-or asserting the non-existence of-other, non-actualized, possible worlds. The agnostic has heterodox views about the assertibility of modal claims: she will not assert that any non-modal statement is possibly true (or contingently true) unless she knows it to be actually true. The agnostic will not assert-but nor will she deny-that actual truth, possible truth and necessary truth are co-extensive, or that actual falsehood and necessary falsehood (i.e. impossibility) are co-extensive.
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An immediate and compelling dilemma can be put to the agnostic with respect to the applied semantics. If a semantic theorist is to assert a theory in the intended range, then she must either assert some oneworld theory or some many-world theory. But the assertion of any many-world theory is inconsistent with agnosticism about other possible worlds. And the assertion of any one-world theory brings disastrous consequences. Thus, the agnostic cannot consistently assert any adequate theory in the intended range. 27 Of course, if the agnostic position is to be a live philosophical position then a story has to be told about why this outcome for the assertibility of modal claims is tolerable. Thus, the agnostic may seek to tell a story in which modal distinctions, and the function they serve, can be recovered with respect to some norm other than that of truth. For specific agnostic theories that appeal to subsidiary norms see, for example, van Fraassen (1980) on unobservables and Rosen and Dorr (2002) on composite objects. However, the agnostic has another way. And that is to show that the function of modal discourse can be discharged by that part of the discourse which the agnostic is entitled to hold true, and without appeal to any subsidiary norm that is weaker than truth. This latter position in developed in detail in Divers (2004) where it is also argued that the agnostic is entitled to assert the many kinds of modal claim that do not translate into existential assertions of the existence of non-actualized worlds (i.e. claims of necessity, impossibility, counterfactual and strict conditionals etc.). However, here I am not concerned directly with the defensibility of the implications of the agnostic position for the assertibility of object-language sentences but only with the defensibility of its implications for the assertibility of meta-language claims about (in)validity, (un)soundness and (in)completeness.
The argument is (I will allow) sound. 28 But it does not spell the end of the agnostic's prospects of legitimately generating orthodox (and supposedly beneficial) results by legitimately appealing to the range of intended theories. For, crucially, the agnostic may claim the right to assert the disjunction of the theories in the intended range. And she may do so to some effect. For the agnostic can move from her assertion of the disjunction of all theories in the intended range -by an iterated application of disjunction elimination-to the assertion of any result that can be derived on each disjunct. So the agnostic is entitled to assert any result that is a consequence of every theory in the intended range. Specifically, where X and Y generalize over our designations T, B, S4 and S5, the proposed agnostic assertibility principle is as follows:
Any formula, A, is assertibly X-valid (a system of rules Y is assertibly X-sound a system of rules Y is assertibly X-complete) if and only if according to every theory in the intended range formula A is X-valid (system Y is X-sound, system Y is X-complete) … [and, so forth, mutatis mutandis, for the cases of being assertibly X-invalid, being assertibly X-unsound and being assertibly X-incomplete-that is, formula A is assertibly X-invalid if and only if according to every theory in the intended range A is invalid etc.]
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On the present, thoroughly classical, approach, the agnostic semanticist distinguishes -or at least leaves room for a distinction in extension between-truth and assertibility in these semantic matters. The classical agnostic is party to the definitions whereby the semantic and metalogical truth -the truth about (in)validity, (un)soundness and (in)completeness in any given kind of structure-is a matter of what is true in the intended theory in the intended range. The classical agnostic expects that there will be such semantic and metalogical truths that she will be in no position to identify as such or to assert. For to be in such a position, one would have to take oneself to have more identifying information about the intended model than the agnostic takes herself to have. The agnostic does not even take herself to be in a position to assert that the universal set of possible worlds in the intended theory is 28 I hesitate to assert outright that the argument is sound only because I have not provided an argument for the premise that the consequences of the one-world theories are disastrous. 29 Since the justifying principle here is disjunctive elimination, it is essential that the definitions of invalidity, incompleteness etc. take quantification over theories in position of widest scope (for every , it is a consequence of that A is X-invalid … etc.). So to assert claims of invalidity, unsoundness and incompleteness, there must be relevant counterexamples according to every theory in the intended range. many-membered. Yet, she accepts, there is a fact of the matter. Thus, for the classical agnostic, in the matters of the semantics and the metalogic of modality what is assertible-for all she knows and expectsfalls short of what is true. But what is assertible-so at least some of what is true -about the semantic and metalogical properties of systems and structures of various kinds can be pinned down by disjunction elimination. Consider, then, the consequences of this classical agnosticism.
In summarizing the consequences which are likely to loom large in the evaluation of the agnostic position, we naturally focus on two questions. The first question is whether the agnostic is entitled to assert the-presumptively beneficial-results that are available on orthodox theories. The second question is whether the agnostic is committed to the -presumptively disastrous -heterodox results that are consequences of the one-world theories. To determine the former, positive, cases, we look to the one-world theories to check that the (beneficial) consequences of the orthodox realist theories are consequences of the one-world theories also. To determine the latter, negative, cases we look to the orthodox theories to check that the (disastrous) consequences of the one-world theories are non-consequences of the orthodox realist theories. 30 In fact, the relevant cases have already been labeled, in the list of one-world results, with an eye to these procedures. The results labeled there by use of the letter 'O' (for orthodox) are consequences of both the orthodox and one-world theories The results labeled by use of the letter 'H' (for heterodox) are consequences of the one-world theories but non-consequences of the orthodox theories. The upshot is as follows.
Firstly, the agnostic has a completely orthodox position on the assertibility of validity. In light of (O4) we have by the assertibility principle :
(AA3) For any formula A, ((A is assertibly T-valid only if A is assertibly B-valid only if A is assertibly S5-valid) and (A is assertibly T-valid only if A is assertibly S4-valid only if A is assertibly S5-valid)).
And in light of the proto-soundness result for one-world theories, (O6), we have: 30 My reasoning here embodies the assumption that the agnostic can establish, for relevant cases, what is or what is not a consequence of all theories in the intended range by considering only two cases as representative of all: namely, the one-world theories and the orthodox realist theories. I have argued at some length for this 'lemma' in an extended version of the paper, but here, and on the advice of the Editor and an anonymous referee, I suppress that detailed argument.
(AA4)
For any formula A, if A is a T-theorem then A is assertibly T-valid, and if A is a B-theorem then A is assertibly B-valid, and if A is an S4-theorem then A is assertibly S4-valid and if A is an S5-theorem then A is assertibly S5-valid.
It is also the case that the agnostic is relieved of commitment to assert any of the heterodox results about validity, for the following are not consequences of the orthodox theories: the collapse of kinds of relation (H1), the collapse of kinds of structure (H2), the collapse of kinds of model (H3) the collapse of kinds of relativized validity (H4), the ubiquity of validity simpliciter (H5), the ubiquitous validity of the theorems of every system, or the ubiquitous or even relativized, validity of the modal collapse thesis (MC). So the agnostic is not committed to asserting the co-extension of the various kinds of validity, nor the validity of theorems as we go down the hierarchies (the S4-validity of S5-theorems etc.), nor the validity simpliciter of all theorems of all systems, nor the validity simpliciter of the modal collapse principle (MC). Secondly, the agnostic has a completely orthodox position on the assertibility of soundness. In light of the orthodox soundness result for one-world theories, (O7), we have by the assertibility principle:
System T is assertibly T-sound and system B is assertibly B-sound and system S4 is assertibly S4-sound and system S5 is assertibly S5-sound
It is also the case that the agnostic is relieved of commitment to assert any of the heterodox results about soundness by the consideration that we have as consequences of the orthodox theories neither the ubiquity of soundness (i.e. the soundness for every relativized sense of validity of every system), (H7), nor the ubiquity of soundness simpliciter, (H8). This marks a significant boundary for the agnostic. For she can travel no further along the road of asserting orthodox results.
Thirdly, in all, the agnostic has a heterodox position on the assertibility of completeness. The one-world theories have as consequences both the ubiquity of relativized incompleteness (H9) and the ubiquity of incompleteness simpliciter (H11). So the agnostic is not entitled to assert that any system is relatively and locally complete (that T is Tcomplete, … that S5 is S5-complete) or complete simpliciter. However, nor is it the case that the agnostic is committed to asserting incompleteness in either of these cases since (H9) and (H11) are not consequences of the orthodox theories. The agnostic is systematically agnostic about the completeness, relativized or simpliciter, of all relevant systems of modal propositional logic.
Fourthly, the agnostic has a heterodox position on the assertion of invalidity. For wherever the one-world theories entail a heterodox consequence about validity, it follows that invalidity is not a consequence and so that the conditions for assertible invalidity are not met. Thus, the agnostic is not entitled to the assertibility of the invalidity of the characteristic theorems of higher systems with respect to ranges of structure that are lower in the orthodox hierarchies-for example, the characteristic S5 axiom, S5*, is not assertibly S4-invalid nor assertibly B-invalid nor assertibly T-invalid. Indeed the modal collapse principle (MC), is not assertibly invalid with respect to any kind of structure nor assertibly invalid simpliciter.
Fifthly, the agnostic has a heterodox position on the assertibility of unsoundness. For wherever the one-world theories entail a heterodox consequence about soundness, the conditions for the assertibility of orthodox unsoundness results are not met. Thus, the agnostic is not entitled to assert the unsoundness of systems with respect to structures that are lower in the orthodox hierarchies-for example, the system S5 is not assertibly S4-unsound nor assertibly B-unsound nor assertibly T-unsound.
This concludes the summary of the classical agnostic semantics with respect to the assertibility of orthodox (and heterodox) results. The question now is how we should evaluate the adequacy of the agnostic semantics which has emerged in comparison to the orthodox realist semantics.
Here, and in general, it is completely unsurprising that an agnostic should not be in a position to assert all that the realist would assert. That much goes with agnostic territory and it is, of course, not immediately decisive against an agnostic that she faces such a deficit. For what will concern an agnostic-and what is relevant to the philosophical evaluation of an agnostic proposal-is whether, in some significant and contextually relevant sense, the assertibility deficit matters. To localize the general issue, then, the question is why it matters-and to the disadvantage of the agnostic-that the agnostic modal semanticist is in no position to assert the orthodox results about invalidity, unsoundness, completeness and incompleteness. I will develop two different approaches to this issue. In sections 7 and 8, I consider in general, and with respect to the present case, issues of the added value of warrants to assert invalidity and unsoundness, incompleteness and completeness where there is common ground about what is assertibly valid. In section 9, I offer the agnostic a non-classical (supervaluationist) variant on the classical semantics which she may utilize, if she requires, in order to eliminate her assertibility deficit and fully match the orthodox realist's results.
On the significance of the invalidity deficit
Does any additional value attach to the orthodox realist warrants to assert invalidity in circumstances where she is in agreement with the agnostic about what is assertibly valid? The agnostic semanticist may opt to defend her position by challenging her would-be critic to make the case that this is so. Moreover, the agnostic has impressive prima facie grounds on which to shift the burden of proof in the direction of her critic. For a decent first thought is available to undermine the idea that it should ever matter, when I am unconvinced of the validity of a certain form of deductive inference, that I should be able to go further and deem it invalid. 31 The thought is that what really matters, at least as far as my own practice is concerned, is that I should be able to distinguish two kinds of case: there are those cases in which I know that a given form of inference (and associated formulas) are valid and (so) may deploy it in my reasoning; and there are those cases in which I do not know that a given form of inference is valid and (so) may not deploy it in my reasoning. And with respect to that distinction the agnostic and the orthodox realist are indiscernible in motivation and in inferential practice. In motivation, both aim to deploy, in any given context, only forms of inference that are known to be valid in that context. In practice, if S4-validity (for example) is the norm in the context, then both will deploy the S4 axioms and eschew the S5* axiom. Having established that the agnostic is 'operationally' indiscernible from the realist in this respect, the agnostic may feel that she is entitled to press upon her critic the question of whether there is any more to the matter and, in particular, any more that depends upon the right to make assertions of invalidity. I will consider two responses to this agnostic challenge. 32 31 Hereafter, I take as read the restriction of attention to deductive inference. No doubt quite different considerations apply if we extend the discussion of inferential practice to the non-deductive case. 32 The issues here are extremely delicate and so I would not wish to insist on this qualifier. But it is arguable that both responses to be considered are made stronger when viewed as proceeding from a certain partial concession to the agnostic-namely that she may well be right that assertions of invalidity add no value when we consider the matter only from the reflexive, or first-person case. Perhaps it makes no difference as far as my own inferential practices are concerned whether I (am in a position to) judge a principle invalid rather than merely unsafe (not assertibly valid). But, the thought proceeds, it is when we consider how we rationally influence the inferential practices of others that judgements of invalidity come into their own.
One response proceeds from the thought that the agnostic does not stand on strong enough ground to forbid others from deploying forms of inference which the agnostic takes to be unsafe. The underlying thought is that we ought to allow that any form of deductive inference is permissible until, but only until, its invalidity is demonstrated. And on that basis, only the orthodox semanticist, and not the agnostic, is in a position to forbid -as it were -the deployment of (say) the S5* axiom in contexts where the S4-validity is the appropriate standard.
The agnostic will naturally rejoin, firstly, that the suggested standard of permission is debatable if not dubious. On the obvious alternative account, we ought not to allow that any form of deductive inference is permissible until its validity has been demonstrated. And on that basis, both the agnostic and the orthodox semanticist are in a position to forbid the inferences in question. In defence of that policy, one might think that the guilty-until-proven-innocent position is partly constitutive of what it is for an inference to be-or at least for us to treat an inference as -deductive in character. 33 Secondly, however, it is not obvious what distinctive normative force attaches to the notion of forbidding a certain form of inference. Certainly, the notion of forbidding suggests a particularly strong -perhaps the strongest -form of injunction. But even if the agnostic were to concede that she is in no position to forbid the forms of inference that she regards as unsafe, and to concede that she is bound to regard them (in some sense) as permissible, she will surely insist that-in the absence of a demonstration (to her own satisfaction) of validity-she is entitled at least to caution or advise against their use. And then she will ask why that should not be as strong a normative basis for criticizing the inferential practices of others as she needs.
A second response to the agnostic challenge proceeds in two stages. One might think: (a) that demonstrations of invalidity, by production of counterexamples, plays some special dialectical role-or perhaps even a special rhetorical role in influencing the inferential practices of others, and (b) that the agnostic is placed at a disadvantage by her inability to produce such demonstrations.
The agnostic will naturally press here for some expansion of claim (a). But shifting focus, the agnostic may admit that there is some such role for the presentation of counterexamples and make her stand by 33 One might think, of course, that this is perfectly good general policy that may be reversed in exceptional circumstances (if our lives depended upon it) or, more to the point, in particular cases of logical content. Then the thought would be that in the case of the logic of (alethic) modality, but not in general, the appropriate standard of permission should be absence of a demonstration of invalidity. But I have no idea how the local case might be made.
resisting point (b). Let us begin by re-affirming what, in this regard, the agnostic cannot do. The agnostic cannot 'produce counterexamples' in so far as that requires her to assert the existence of counterexemplary many-world models. Nor can the agnostic even invoke such models as 'possible counterexamples' if that much requires assertion that the existence of such models is alethically possible. For, as has been remarked elsewhere, the alethic possibility of the existence of such models is a matter of how the space of alethically possible worlds is, and that is what the agnostic claims she does not know. However, the agnostic may yet invoke the counterexemplary scenarios to some dialectical or rhetorical effect without asserting the (possible) existence of relevant countermodels.
Firstly, the agnostic may trade on the epistemic possibility that there are counterexemplary models -that their existence cannot be ruled out-in order to illustrate that the relevant form of inference is not safe. But she can do more. For, secondly, if a second party believes in the existence of a plurality of worlds then the agnostic is in just as good a position as the realist to address that second party ad hominem in order to convince the second party that the relevant form of inference is invalid by the second party's own lights. If that is to give a second party a new kind of reason, or at least a stronger reason, for eschewing the inference-a reason beyond simply not knowing that it is valid, then the agnostic is in a position to supply second parties with such a reason. 34 Thus, the agnostic may propose to rest upon her key contention that those assertions of invalidity which she is in no position to make are, in effect, dispensable.
On the significance of the completeness, incompleteness and unsoundness deficits
The classical agnostic semanticist must remain agnostic about the completeness, and the incompleteness, of any system with respect to any of our natural classes of structure: she also lacks warrant to assert the orthodox unsoundness results (that the system S5 is S4-unsound etc.) 34 Perhaps this manoeuvre smacks of rhetoric in its disreputable sense. Perhaps there is always a certain degree of bad faith involved in any ad hominem argument which proceeds from premises which one takes (oneself) to be quite unjustified-in our case, many-world hypotheses. But that consideration might be assuaged if our agnostic is of the kind who thinks that her own view is not epistemically obligatory, and that it is in some sense epistemically permissible (certainly not irrational) to adopt the realist position. In another sphere, the agnostic of van Fraassen (1980) might be read as taking this view of her realist opponent. (I respond here to a point raised by an anonymous referee.)
Here, I introduce some issues to which this situation gives rise and indicate how the agnostic might defend her position.
Firstly, the agnostic will naturally adopt the same dialectical stance over the metalogical assertibility deficits as she adopted in the case of invalidity. Her first observation will be that the practices of the agnostic will be indiscernible from those of the orthodox semanticist with respect to whatever self-injunction there is against deploying (in certain ways) systems of rules that are not known to be sound or not known to be complete. Her second observation will be that she is able to enforce the unsafety of heterodox completeness, incompleteness and soundness theses-that is, the negations of the orthodox results-by illustrating how, for all we know, there are counterexamples to (in)completeness and soundness. The third observation is that the agnostic is entitled to indulge in demonstrations ad hominem of unsoundness, completeness and incompleteness, in appropriate cases, to the orthodox semanticist and other parties who are committed to many-world semantic theories. Thereafter the burden of proof will be laid at the door of the critic who still insists that the metalogical assertibility deficits matter.
Secondly, the agnostic may anticipate that her lack of completeness results, in particular, will cause dissatisfaction with her position-even though it is not obvious why this should be so. 35 Certainly, it is worth observing the epistemic position of the agnostic is weaker, and so potentially more vulnerable, with respect to completeness than it is with respect to validity or soundness. For in the last two cases there is no agnostic deficit of knowledge or assertibility with respect to the 'positive' features (X-validity, X-soundness). But in the case of completeness a comprehensive agnosticism about incompleteness and about completeness is in play. So why might this matter? 35 Compare the following remarks of David Lewis:
Investigations of possible-world semantics traditionally culminate in completeness proofs. It is shown that the sentences of a specified language that must be true according to the proposed semantic analysis are exactly the theorems of a specified deductive system called a 'logic of' the concept under analysis. I am not sure how much completeness results really add to our understanding, but I provide them for those readers who do find them helpful and for those-like myselfwho find them interesting in their own right. [My emphasis.] (Lewis 1973, p. 118) There is a reading of these remarks in which the agnostic may seek comfort. Firstly, note that in explicating completeness as 'exact' coincidence of semantically determined truths and theorems, soundness is (apparently) presupposed. And perhaps that presupposition reflects the presumption that the primary, and clearly motivated aim of the semantic investigation is to establish soundness. Secondly, the talk of completeness results being 'helpful' and 'interesting in their own right' might be taken as suggesting that they are helpful and interesting independently of their applications. That is to say that pure completeness results ('Comp' results) are helpful and interesting-for example, in giving us a certain kind of neutral and independent measure of the proof-theoretic strength of various deductive systems-even if it is not obvious how applied completeness results add to our understanding.
One might think that there is a distinctive kind of epistemic advantage to the possession of a completeness result. Basically, she who possesses a completeness result has a guarantee that she has the means of getting at all the valid formulas-she need consider no further rules or axioms, and she knows that. In contrast, one who is in possession of no such result is in an objectively less favourable epistemic situation. No matter which (non-trivial) proof theory she has at her disposal, she cannot be confident that her inferential practices are optimal. For all she knows, there are additional rules and axioms, the adoption of which would enable the performance of valid inferences that cannot be performed on the basis of the existing stock.
There is no obvious basis on which the agnostic might resist this observation. But it is not yet clear that we have before us the kind of disadvantage that ought to move the agnostic. For it is not clear that the observation articulates any more than the unsurprising contention that the agnostic about completeness is in no position to know that any relevant system is complete. The agnostic will again press the question of why that should matter. And she may do so while pointing out she has at her disposal a kind of surrogate for the orthodox completeness results.
While she cannot assert any of the orthodox X-completeness results, our agnostic has a warrant to assert that certain systems have a related property which as at least interesting and potentially important. The property in question is that of being able to generate as theorems all of the formulas that are assertibly X-valid. We might call this property epistemic completeness. 36 Recall that the agnostic's view about what is assertibly X-valid coincides with the realist's view about what is Xvalid. So, for example, consider (in extension) all of the formulas that are, according to the orthodox semantics, S5-valid. It is a proof-theoretic fact that all of these formulas can be generated as S5-theorems. But for that reason, the agnostic knows that all of the formulas that are assertibly S5-valid can be generated as S5-theorems: for the agnostic knows that two semantic predicates-'S5-valid according to the orthodox theories' , and 'assertibly S5-valid'-pick out the same formulas. So the agnostic can match the orthodox semanticist in at least the following two ways. Firstly, in reflexive characterization, both our orthodox realists and our agnostics know that they have at their disposal a system 36 To emphasize, the notion of epistemic completeness differs from assertible completeness in a crucial matter of scope. Epistemic completeness is a matter of a system being able to generate as theorems all of those formulas that are known to be X-valid (i.e. valid according to every theory). Assertible completeness is a matter of a system being known to be able to generate as theorems all formulas that are X-valid. disagreement about the (known) extension of the lower-order properties of validity and invalidity. If there is disagreement about the extent of the formulas known to be X-valid (invalid), and agreement about the extent of the Y-provable formulas, disagreement about the extent of known overlap between the X-valid formulas and Y-provable formulas is entirely unsurprising. In the other case, metalogical disagreement is not the simple product of disagreement about which formulas are known to be (in)valid. Imagine-in the clearest sub-case-that there were agreement, between the proponents of meta-theories 1 and 2 , about the (known) extent of the X-valid (and X-invalid) formulas, but theory 1 allowed the proof of certain metalogical results while 2 did not. In some such case, one might think we have reason to hold that 2 is outright inadequate or, much more modestly, that we have reasonceteris paribus-to prefer 1 over 2 . But the disagreement between the orthodox realist semanticist and our classical agnostic seems to be a simple disagreement of the former kind, and not a dispute between the proponents of rival meta-theories. 37 And just for that reason, one might think it doubtful whether, in this case, the metalogical assertibility deficits have any dialectical significance over and above that (if any) which is generated by the assertibility deficit with respect to invalidity.
Agnostic semantics (II): A supervaluationist elimination of the assertibility deficit
Our agnostic has worked, thus far, with a semantic theory that is thoroughly classical: it differs from the orthodox theory only in that it omits axioms which entail the existence of many-world models and, consequently, cannot generate the results that depend on such axioms. The upshot, our agnostic may claim, is that she has earned the right to leave the burden of proof at the door of her critic-a burden to prove that the agnostic semantic theorist's assertibility deficit is significant and a burden which, following the foregoing exchanges, remains to be discharged. The agnostic may think that she has, thereby done enough to make her position respectable and worthy of further consideration. But it is at least prudent for the agnostic to consider whether the assertibility is deficit is an inevitable feature of her position. For there are reasons why the dialectical position that the agnostic wishes to occupythat of standing by the assertibility deficit and leaving the burden of proof at the door of the objector-may be found unsatisfactory.
One source of discomfort is simply the very idea that such an agnosticism about invalidity (in general) might be tolerable. The likely thought will be along the lines that if an applied semantic theory is intended to encapsulate an account of the meaning of modal operators, it cannot be held to do so successfully if, at the same time, it ensures that we cannot know (for the most part) when the inferences involving those operators are invalid. 38 But there is another source of discomfort which does not depend either on the agnostic being committed to the unknowability of the facts about invalidity or on the applied semantic theory encapsulating a theory of meaning for the modal operators. This is a discomfort born of methodological conservatism. For even if we do not have to hand the kind of decisive reason that the agnostic demands for pursuing a theory in which 'unsafe' forms of inference are assertibly invalid-and for the consequent pursuit of completeness results-it is a notable fact that semantic theorists typically aspire to provide such results (when only the two values of validity and invalidity are in play). This is not only a feature of classical semantic theories. Indeed, in this regard, it is notable that even intuitionist semantic theorists (of nonmodal logic) do not tolerate the outcome that certain formulas are neither assertibly valid nor assertibly invalid. When faced with classical meta-theories for intuitionistic logics which produced the outcome that each formula is either assertibly valid or assertibly invalid, the response of intuitionist semanticists was to produce intuitionistic meta-theories which replicate that feature, and in doing so they paved the way for intuitionistic completeness proofs for intuitionistic logics. 39 So, arguably, methodological conservatism urges dissatisfaction with the agnostic semanticist's present stand.
These two sources of dissatisfaction with the agnostic stance, along with a prudent concern that her challenge might be met, provide the agnostic semanticist with adequate motivation to pursue the prospect of wiping out her assertibility deficit and establishing a range of results on invalidity, unsoundness and (in)completeness to match those of the orthodox realist semanticist. And, on the face of things at least, the agnostic has the means of achieving this outcome by way of a kind of supervaluationist re-interpretation or re-writing of the theories in the intended range. 38 I have not committed the agnostic to the claim that we cannot know that there are many possible worlds and, so, cannot know whether there are counter-models to the various species of validity. Although I will not argue for it here, my own view is that agnosticism may, and indeed ought to, take this strong form (see Divers 2004, p. 668, n. 14) .
39 I am indebted here to Tennant (1997, pp. 305-6 ) who cites the intuitionistic semantic theories of Veldman (1976) ('Feldman' , sic) and de Swart (1976) .
We still have all of the orthodox results on validity. For example, the axioms T*, B*, S4* and S5* are all S5-valid. Each was previously S5-valid according to every theory in the intended range, and so each is now, S5-sub-valid according to every theory in the intended range. Equally, the modal collapse principle (MC) is not S5-valid, for there are theories in the intended range-the orthodox realist theories-such that according to those theories (MC) is not S5-sub-valid. But there are new, different and striking consequences for invalidity. From the latter result, that (MC) is not S5-valid, and the new definition of invalidity, we immediately have the result that (MC) is S5-invalid. Furthermoreand by way of example of all the orthodox invalidity results -the axiom S5* is not S4-valid, nor B-valid, nor T-valid, for it is not the case that according to every theory in the intended range S5* is S4-sub-valid or B-sub-valid or T-sub-valid: the orthodox realist theories are counterexamples. So by the new definition of invalidity, S5* is S4-invalid, Binvalid and T-invalid.
We still have the orthodox soundness results. But now we have orthodox unsoundness results as well. By way of a typical example, the system S5 is unsound with respect to the S4, B and T model structures. To show this we show that it is not the case that S5 is S4-sound, or Bsound or T-sound. We show that by showing that there is some S5-theorem that is not S4-valid, not B-valid and not T-valid. And we show that by showing that there is some S5-theorem, A, and some theory in the intended range , such that it is not the case that according to , A is S4-sub-valid, or B-sub-valid or T-sub-valid. In that regard consider, then, the axiom S5* and any orthodox realist theory. Thus, the system S5 is S4-unsound, B-unsound and T-unsound.
Consider, finally, completeness and incompleteness. By way of typical examples of orthodox completeness, consider the T-completeness, B-completeness, S4-completeness and S5-completeness of the system S5. To show that S5 is S5-complete we show that every S5-valid formula is an S5-theorem; thus we show that every formula that is S5-sub-valid according to every orthodox theory is an S5-theorem. It is sufficient then that every formula that is S5-sub-valid according to all the orthodox realist theories should be S5-theorems, for what is S5-sub-valid according to those theories represents what is S5-sub-valid according to all theories in the intended range. But by the completeness results of the orthodox theories we know that according to all the orthodox realist theories, every formula that is S5-sub-valid (usually just called S5-valid) is an S5-theorem. So the system S5 is S5-complete. Furthermore on every theory in the intended range the set of S4-sub-valid formulas, the set of B-sub-valid formulas and the set of T-sub-valid formulas are all subsets of the set of S5-sub-valid formulas-on orthodox theories, proper subsets, on one-world theories, improper subsets. So the system S5 is also S4-complete, B-complete and T-complete.
By way of typical examples of orthodox incompleteness, consider the S5-incompleteness, S4-incompleteness and B-incompleteness of T. To show that T is S5-incomplete we show that it is not the case that T is S5-complete. Thus we show that there is a formula A, that is S5-valid and which is not a theorem of T. Thus we show that there is a formula A such that according to every , A is S5-sub-valid and A is not a T-theorem. Thus, it is sufficient to consider the axiom S5* which is S5-subvalid according to each theory in the intended range. Similarly, we can show that T is incomplete with respect to S4 and B by considering the characteristic axioms S4* and B*.
So if the assertible invalidity of unsafe inferences is a requirement of adequacy, or even just a desideratum, the agnostic semanticist can deliver it by adopting the suggested supervaluationist re-write of her classical semantic theory.
If the consequences of the supervaluationist theory are as I claim, the most obvious form of complaint will be along the lines that merely verbal agreement with the orthodox realist semanticist has been achieved, and by sleight of hand. The complaint may be pitched against supervaluationist definitions of validity (and invalidity) in general, or against the application of these particular definitions in this case. In fact, a mixture of general and particular considerations are likely to emerge, and prominent among these will be the suggestion that the notion of being not-sub-valid-according-to-every-theory-in-the-intended-range does not deserve the name of 'invalidity' . Invalidity, the thought goes, is properly a matter of the existence of counter-models-a point that the honest, thoroughly classical, agnostic takes and with the consequences of which she resolves to live.
A first response to that suggestion, naturally, finds the insistence on the narrow definition arbitrary. Perhaps the core of the notion of invalidity is, indeed falsehood in some (admissible) model. But the definition of invalidity even in our orthodox classical semantics for modal propositional logic is not exactly that but, rather, falsehood at some possible world in some admissible model. So what exactly is the basis of the claim that the notion of invalidity may legitimately stretched that far, but not to falsehood at some possible world in some model on some theory in the intended range? While awaiting an answer to that question the supervaluating agnostic may develop further lines of response.
The second response has it that in order to pursue fruitfully the question of whether the supervaluationist has offered a legitimate definition of 'invalidity' , we must investigate the question of the role that attributions of 'invalidity' play in our inferential practices. A strong version of this thought would have it that if the supervaluationist definition of invalidity equips the 'invalidity' predicate to discharge the functions that we require of it, then that is sufficient to justify the supervaluationist claim on the term. A related version of the thought would have it that if the supervaluationist proposal allows us to introduce a predicate that is equipped to discharge the function in question, then the supervaluationist might happily jettison the term 'invalidity' while claiming that she has achieved something far more substantive than winning a victory over the right to use the term. But either way, the thought is that there is no question of significantly depriving the supervaluationist of the term 'invalidity' without developing and drawing upon some substantive account, based in reflection on our best inferential practices, of the function of judgements of invalidity. And that, of course, takes the dialectic between the agnostic semanticist and her opponent back into territory that was opened up by the thoroughly classical agnostic semantics.
Finally, in defence of agnostic supervaluation, the point might be made that something very much like the supervaluationist proposal is actually implicit in the orthodox realist semantic theory. The thought is as follows. Many realists about possible worlds are agnostics about the exact number of possible worlds that there are. In particular, while many will be prepared to put a lower limit on the number of possible worlds that exist, uncertainty on such questions of how many (if any) alien possibilities there are, and of whether there are indiscernible possible worlds is manifest in a reluctance to specify an exact number or, indeed, any upper limit. 41 In any event, the orthodox presentation of the semantics for modal propositional logic does not involve the specification of one 'intended' theory which incorporates a precise commitment to the number of possible worlds (although it is standard to distinguish the cases in which models have countably many worlds from those in which they do not). One would not expect the semantic theory to be so specific. And the way in which the orthodox theory works is by invoking implicitly the idea that its results follow from every theory in a certain intended range. It's just that orthodoxy consists, in part, in a realism which constrains the theories in the intended range to those in which the universal set of possible worlds posited is a set of many worlds. 42 One might seek then, to sharpen the analogy by saying that the orthodox realist semanticist asserts his results on the basis that they follow from every orthodox realist theory which, for all he knows, is the intended theory. That is not to say that such a realist would have exactly the same notion of invalidity, in particular, as the supervaluating agnostic. For the realist thinks of invalidity as invalidity according to every theory that he regards as epistemically possible, while the supervaluating agnostic thinks of invalidity as invalidity according to some theory that she regards as epistemically possible. And, of course, the rival notions of epistemically possible theories also differ in extension. For, in context, our agnostic takes it as epistemically possible that the intended theory is a one-world theory, and the realist does not. But the natural understanding of the orthodox realist approach, as it is usually presented, has enough in common with the agnostic supervaluationist proposal to narrow the range of objections that will tell against the latter without also telling against the former.
Conclusion
I have offered two developments of a standard applied possibleworld semantic theory for propositional modal logics out of an agnostic position on the existence of other possible worlds. On the first, thoroughly classical development, the question of adequacy turns on whether the agnostic theorist is significantly disadvantaged by her lack of entitlement to assert various theses of invalidity, unsoundness, completeness and incompleteness (bearing in mind the various closely related theses she can assert and comparable dialectical moves she can make). On the second, non-classical development, the question of adequacy turns on the acceptability of the crucial definition of validity in terms of sub-validity according to the theories in the intended range. Clearly, the extension of both approaches to the case of quantified modal logics will be a further and serious test of adequacy, but I believe that both of the semantic approaches are competitive. Thus, I believe, we have a new, and philosophically well-motivated argument to the effect that such genuine benefits as there are to be had from applied possible-worlds semantic theories can be had without either devious
